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SENA TECHNOLOGIES, INC. UNILATERAL POWERSPORTS / OUTDOOR 

ACTIVITY DISTRIBUTOR POLICY 
 

Sena Technologies, Inc. (“Sena”) has adopted this Sena Unilateral Distributor Policy (“Distributor Policy”), 

effective as of September 1, 2018 (“Effective Date”).  This Distributor Policy applies to wholesale distributors 

(“Distributor”) who purchase from Sena for resale and distribution to retailers in the United States.  

  

Adoption of this Distributor Policy is part of Sena’s marketing strategy to support and manage the growth of Sena 

products.  This Distributor Policy does not create or imply any contractual relationship between the Distributor 

and Sena.  

 

Sena will enforce the Distributor Policy at its sole discretion, and no other person (including without limitation, 

Distributors, retailers, resellers, and customers) shall have the right to enforce this Distributor Policy. Sena further 

reserves the right to modify this Distributor Policy at its sole discretion from time to time without notice. Anything 

herein is not intended and shall not be construed to limit Sena’s rights in any way, including without limitation 

the right to decide with whom Sena will do business.  

 

 Minimum Advertised Price Policy 

 Sena has a Minimum Advertised Price Policy (“MAP Policy”), which is unilaterally adopted and 

enforced by Sena at its sole discretion.  MAP Policy applies to all retailers of Sena products.   

 Distributor is restricted from knowingly selling or providing Sena products to anyone who is violating 

the MAP Policy or who has been suspended by Sena because of MAP Policy violation.  Sena may, 

without assuming any liability, unilaterally cancel orders from a Distributor who sold or provided Sena 

products in violation of the foregoing restriction, as determined by Sena in its sole discretion.  In 

addition, Sena reserves the right to immediately suspend all sales and supply to the violating Distributor 

for a period not less than 60 days from the date of latest violation.  

 

Serial Number Tracking 

 Distributor is required to maintain a detailed tracking system (“Tracking System”) that enables 

Distributor to track Sena products by customer name and address, serial number(s) shipped, quantity 

shipped and date of shipment, and shall provide such information (“Tracked Sales Data”) within 1 

business day(s) upon request by Sena.  Distributor must maintain the records of Tracked Sales Data for 

at least 1 year.  

 Distributor(s) shall have fully implemented Tracking System by February 1, 2016 (“Compliance 

Date”). 

 Sena reserves the right to suspend all sales to a Distributor who fails to implement the Tracking System 

by Compliance Date (or a different compliance date if permitted by Sena in writing) until such system is 

active and in use. Furthermore, Sena may suspend sales to a Distributor who fails to provide the Tracked 

Sales Data promptly when requested by Sena. 
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 Distributor must sell Sena products to qualified retailers only.  For the purposes herein, a “qualified 

retailer” means a retail merchant who (a) sells Sena products to end customers from (1) a qualified store 

in the United States or (ii) a qualified website that accepts and processes online orders from end 

customers in the United States and (b) complies with MAP Policy and other retailer policies as adopted 

by Sena (collectively “Retailer Policies”).  

o A qualified store means a brick-n-mortar store owned by the qualified retailer which primarily 

sells powersports or outdoor recreation products. 

o A qualified website means an Internet merchant site owned by the qualified retailer (a storefront 

at a third party’s retail website such as Amazon or eBay does not qualify) which primarily sells 

powersports or outdoor recreation products.  

o A qualified retailer must also have an established place of business in a commercial area.  

Distributor shall not sell or supply Sena products to a retailer who uses an address of a residential 

property, public storage facility or P.O. Box as the retailer’s contact or business address. 

 Distributor who knowingly sells or supplies Sena products to any retailer who violates the Retailer 

Policies or who has been suspended from ordering from Sena for violation of any Retailer Policies will 

be deemed in violation of this Distributor Policy.   

 Sena may, at Sena’s sole discretion, cancel and/or suspend all sales to a Distributor who sells or supplies 

Sena products to anyone other than a qualified retailer. 

No Retail Sales by Distributor. 

 Distributor shall not, either directly or through an agent, representative or affiliate of Distributor, engage 

in any retailer sales of Sena products to end customers (including business customers) unless expressly 

permitted by Sena in writing. 

 

Policy Violations. 

 Generally, Sena will not sell or provide its products to a Distributor who does not comply with this 

Distributor Policy.   

 If Sena determines to its satisfaction that Distributor has violated this Distributor Policy, in addition to 

other remedies set forth in other parts of this Distributor Policy, Sena may take one or more of the 

following steps. 

o Sena will immediately suspend sales to Distributor of the item or items being sold in violation of 

this Distributor Policy.  The suspension will last for a period of 60 days. 

o Distributor will be notified in writing that Sena will immediately suspend sales for 60 days to 

Distributor until Distributor corrects the violation and Sena is further assured that Distributor is 

in full compliance with this Distributor Policy. 

 

This Distributor Policy is not intended to restrict the rights of Sena to manage its distribution channels and to 

make and change its decisions regarding Distributors and others with whom it will do business.  Among other 

things, Sena may bypass all of the steps above and immediately cease doing business with Distributor at it sole 

discretion with or without a reason.    
 


